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Bryan Sketchley 
 
A.H.P.R.A.  
G.P.O. Box 9958 
MELBOURNE  Victoria  3001  
 
 
 
Dear Bryan,  
 
RE :- my Sin to your Satan 
 
             “Unless new and significant information is provided to A.P.H.R.A. the matter will not be 
  re-submitted to the board, nor will this office respond to further correspondence.” 
 

  Satan (Hebrew: ַהָּׂשָטן ha-Satan), "the opposer", is the title of various entities, both human  
  and divine who challenge the faith of humans in the Hebrew Bible. 

 
Your ignoring of your “sole” professional purpose; and, as a consequence, the requirement for you to 
co-ordinate the better regulating the medical profession; is indicated by your refusal to engage in any 
further inter-actions regarding this matter.  
 
( Please Note :- You are honor-bound, by your position of privilege inside A.H.P.R.A., to continue to 
provide service, to any, and indeed all, customers who still have an un-resolved grievance. )   
 
(( There can be no doubt that every “professional” office; and doubly so, an office “designed to 
regulate” every health “professional”; justifies its own existence through the responsible engaging 
of every-one who feels the need to communicate with its staff; and this is never more true than when 
the communication concerns a grievance that is their “designated function” to resolve; regardless of 
what is scenting it's cunt concept !!!! )) 
 
((( Your refusal to behave “according to the laws of logic”; as indicated by your refusal to follow the 
“logically dictated path” of instilling greater discipline into doctors like Saji Damodaran; and the 
compounding fact of your “hostile response” of “withdrawing” from me all “necessary” and “indicated 
services” when the “logically dictated path”, “clearly and logically mapped out”, for you, by me, 
“involves” the further consideration of this matter; as, and as a consequence of, it being clearly 
apparent to every-one with any analytic ability at all, that the investigation of Saji's un-professional 
“cunt-duct” was prematurely terminated before my arguments to the board were centrally 
understood; proves to me that you lie the scent of a “well understood” cunt !!!! ))) 
 
(((( A more realistic take on the only logical opening, left open by your correspondence, is that it is  
not “a cause for hope” but simply the “withdrawing” from me of “service” in contradiction to both, 
your “supposed and agreed function”, and your “sole reason for existing”. )))) 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 

David Crofts. 


